Definitions

For the purposes of this report, the terms utilized herein have the following definitions.

Drug
A drug is defined as:
- A substance recognized by an official pharmacopoeia or formulary.
- A substance intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease.
- A substance (other than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the body.
- A substance intended for use as a component of a medicine but not a device or a component, part or accessory of a device.
- Biological products are included within this definition and are generally covered by the same laws and regulations, but differences exist regarding their manufacturing processes (chemical process versus biological process).

Brand Name Drug
A brand name drug is a drug marketed under a proprietary, trademark-protected name.

Generic Drug
A generic drug is the same as a brand name drug in dosage, safety, strength, how it is taken, quality, performance and intended use. Before approving a generic drug product, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires many rigorous tests and procedures to assure that the generic drug can be substituted for the brand name drug. The FDA bases evaluations of substitutability, or “therapeutic equivalence,” of generic drugs on scientific evaluations. By law, a generic drug product must contain the identical amounts of the same active ingredient(s) as the brand name product. Drug products evaluated as “therapeutically equivalent” can be expected to have equal effect and no difference when substituted for the brand name product.

Biologics and Biosimilars
Biologics are medicines that are isolated from a variety of natural sources – human, animal or microorganism – and may be produced by biotechnology methods and other cutting-edge technologies. Biosimilars are biological products that are highly similar to and have no meaningful differences from an existing FDA-approved reference biologic. Biosimilars may be therapeutically substituted for a biologic, though a biosimilar is not a replicant of the biologic in the way that a generic drug is a replicant of a brand name drug.

Specialty Drugs
Specialty drugs are generally considered to be those drugs and biologics that are complex to manufacture, can be complex to administer, may require special patient monitoring, and are high cost.

Prescription Drug Product
A drug product that requires a prescriber’s order.

Label
The FDA-approved label is a summary for the safe and effective use of the drug, including what the drug is approved for, safety warnings, side effects, and instructions for use in specialty populations.

Drug Sample
A drug sample is a prescription drug that is not intended to be sold. They are generally provided by manufacturers directly to prescribers as a starter supply for patients and sometimes used in cases where patients cannot afford medications.

Manufacturer
A manufacturer is any entity that is responsible for the research, development, manufacture, packaging, labelling, marketing, and pricing of a drug.

Wholesale Distributor
A wholesale distributor is an entity engaged in wholesale distribution of prescription drugs. The distributor assists in moving the drug from the manufacturer to the pharmacy or dispensing outlet.

Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs)
PBMs are third-party administrators of prescription drug programs for health insurers, self-insured employers, and union health plans. Government health programs also make use of PBMs, typically to process pharmacy claims and contract with manufacturers.

Insurance Carrier
An insurance carrier is a company that is licensed to sell insurance plans and policies.

Per Member Per Month (PMPM)
Per member per month is the cost or number of units of something divided by member months. It is often used to describe premiums or payments to providers, but can also refer to the revenue or cost for each enrolled member each month.

Rebate
A rebate is the return of part of the purchase price by the seller to the payer or purchaser. The role of rebates is different between Medicaid and commercial plans. In Medicaid, rebates offset the federal and state costs. For commercial plans, the rebates are paid by the manufacturers to the PBMs to encourage utilization of a product.

Formulary
A formulary is the list of prescription drugs that a non-government health insurer will cover; it assigns particular products to one of several tiers (typically two to four in commercial formularies) with different member cost sharing. Formularies are generally developed by PBMs, which negotiate contracted prescription drug prices and rebates with pharmaceutical manufacturers on behalf of their clients, which may be health insurers.
Executive Summary

Introduction and Purpose

Prescription drug costs are the fastest-growing consumer health care expense in the U.S., a trend that is unlikely to change in the coming years without changes to the industry.\(^1\)\(^2\) Branded and specialty drug costs are growing significantly faster than inflation rates, industry profits are disproportionately high compared to others in health care, and even generic drugs are contributing to the overall increase in drug costs.\(^3\) The cost burden of prescriptions is not just taking a toll on the financial wellbeing of Colorado families, employers and the government, it also has the tragic effect of people foregoing their medications because they can’t afford them. Left uninterrupted, prescription drug cost trends will continue upward on an unsustainable trajectory.

The Polis administration is committed to saving people money on health care and that includes working on solutions to drive down the out of control costs of prescription drugs. This report is intended to inform meaningful dialogue about how to control the cost of prescription drugs to benefit all Coloradans, their employers and other public plans supported through taxpayer dollars, such as Medicaid. To accomplish this, the report provides an overview of various drivers of rising prescription drug costs, as well as potential state and federal strategies for controlling those costs. The Department of Health Care Policy & Financing (the Department) welcomes feedback on the report, requests for additional research on areas of keen interest, and how future iterations of the report can enhance Colorado’s ability to lower prescription drug costs.

Cost Drivers

For the purposes of this report, we have segmented cost drivers and solutions into three categories:

- Lack of transparency and lack of pricing practices that benefit Colorado,
- Anticompetitive practices and
- Marketing and lobbying investment.

This report includes a deeper dive into each of these three drivers, and outlines opportunities for the State of Colorado, as well as the federal government, to help address them.

Below are the cost drivers discussed in this report. The icons included throughout the report associate the topic with to these three primary thematic areas.

**Lack of Transparency and Pricing Practices**
- Lack of transparency into prescription drug prices; pricing methodologies that are unrelated to the cost of drug research, development, manufacturing, and distribution;
- Inadequate price controls;
- Prohibition for public programs like Medicare to negotiate drug prices directly;
- Rebates and other manufacturer compensation that may be retained by middlemen organizations like PBMs or insurance carriers, and therefore do not result in cost savings to employers or consumers;
- Hospital drug pricing mark-up as well as variation in pricing between dispensing settings.

**Anticompetitive Practices**
- Patent laws and market exclusivity that delay access to generic drugs at lower costs;
- Anticompetitive practices among pharmaceutical companies, such as price-fixing or coupons rebates for brand-name or specialty-drugs;
- Rising manufacturer, carrier and PBM profits, exacerbated by industry mergers.

**Marketing and Lobbying Investment**
- Rebates and discounts that influence prescriber and payer decision-making; manufacturer investment and focus on specialty drugs;
- Costs related to marketing, including direct-to-consumer and direct-to-physician marketing, which both increase pricing and result in the increased utilization of higher cost drugs; and
- Pharmaceutical industry lobbying, which results in legislation and policy that benefits the industry, to the detriment of consumers, employers or public payer prices and affordability.

**Prioritized Solutions**
Tackling the soaring cost of prescription drugs would optimally include a coordinated response by the federal government, state government, and the private sector to improve transparency, combat anti-competitive trade practices, and enhance the leverage of large purchasers to negotiate better drug prices for consumers. In the short run, state policymakers should focus on the quick wins that can be addressed through state policy: demanding price transparency, passing along rebate savings, getting physicians access to cost effective information and preparing state laws so they can parallel federal laws expanding countries approved for importation.

Over the long run, states, businesses and consumers must work to enact federal-level policy changes to more systemically contain costs and enhance access to life-saving treatments. While changing federal policy is not always “quick”, there are some opportunities to prioritize efforts where there is already momentum such as: expanding importation from countries beyond Canada, tying U.S. prices to international prices, and expediting the approval of generic drugs. Taken together, these changes would have a meaningful impact on the cost people pay for drugs, and lead to better health outcomes as more people gain access to the medications they need.

**Solutions for Saving Colorado Money on Prescription Drugs**
On behalf of Coloradans and their employers, Colorado has an opportunity to address the rising cost of prescription drug costs. This report reviews attainable policies that other states have successfully enacted for our consideration, policies that improve price transparency, limit cost increases, require notice or reporting if there are price increases, improve prescriber education, create oversight boards and create public-private partnerships to meet state needs. This report further reviews some of the immediate and “quick win” opportunities Colorado may wish to explore, including new policy and best practices related to:
- Prescription drug price transparency, such as disclosures related to price increases, payments to middlemen like insurance carriers and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) and price composition transparency (i.e., R&D, distribution, profits, promotional marketing, etc.);
- Aligning state importation policy with potential expansion of federal regulations and/or waivers for drug importation;
- Investing in physician tools, like the prescriber tool, that fuel more cost effective prescribing practices;
- Requiring rebates to be passed through to employers and patients; and
- Empowering and educating employers to negotiate contracts that maximize the prescription drug pricing discounts, improve utilization management controls and maximize rebate pass-throughs that serve to offset the cost of the prescription drug benefit.

Other intermediate solutions for policy-makers and state leaders to consider that may have a longer implementation timeline include:
- Creating a board to review drug affordability issues and a board to provide guidance on prescribing best practices;
- Public-private partnerships that support hospitals or public entities in direct price negotiations, purchasing, or manufacturing of drugs to meet local needs; and
- Alternative and innovative reimbursement methodologies and value-based purchasing from manufacturers that focus on achievement of intended outcomes and quality of life.
Solutions for Saving Coloradans Money on Prescription Drug Costs that Require Federal Action

Many of the regulations and laws that fuel the drivers of our unprecedented pharmaceutical prices and cost trend increases are controlled at the federal level. This report discusses a variety of related federal opportunities to better control prescription drug costs, including:

- Expanding drug importation beyond Canada with strong safety standards;
- Indexing U.S. prices to international prices;
- Expediting FDA reviews and approvals for generic drugs entering the market;
- Reforming patent and exclusivity laws and regulations that prevent competition and delay access to generic drugs;
- Revisiting Food and Drug Administration regulations to increase accountability; and
- Limiting direct to consumer advertising.

This report was produced by the Department of Health Care Policy & Financing. The Department also gathered input from a variety of stakeholders, including carriers, providers, union trusts (which include employers) and consumer advocates.

Thank you for reviewing this report and engaging in the quest to develop new policies and best practices that can help to better control the cost of prescription drugs to the benefit of Coloradans, their employers, public programs like Medicaid and other state purchasers.

U.S. Costs versus Other Countries

“U.S. prices are higher than any other country,” concluded a 2018 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) study, which found that for 19 of the top 27 Medicare drugs, the highest price among comparison countries was in the U.S.4 The 17-country price survey concluded that U.S. drug prices are “1.8 times that of the average international ex-manufacturer price in the first quarter of 2018.” (Ex-manufacturer price is the price received by the manufacturer as opposed to the distributor.) The United States pays three times more than the UK for the top 20 selling drugs.5

A 2017 study from The Commonwealth Fund reported a similar result.6 Prescription drug spending per capita in the U.S. ranges from 30 percent to 190 percent greater than in the nine other high-income countries of Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, Australia, United Kingdom, France, Canada, Germany and Switzerland. In the 1980s, several countries spent about the same amount per capita as the U.S., but in the 1990s and early 2000s, spending on prescription medications grew much more rapidly in the U.S. than in other nations, as noted in the bellow chart.

Figure 1. National Trends in Per Capita Pharmaceutical Spending, 1980-2015


U.S. Drug Trend Projections

Left uninterrupted, prescription drug cost trends are projected to continue upward. The latest federal estimates say that total U.S. prescription drug spending will grow 60 percent from 2019 to 2027, from $360.3 billion to $576.7 billion.7 This unsustainable growth is evidenced by the fact that 14

---

of the 20 best-selling prescription drugs have increased in price by double-digit percentages since January 2016, with 11 drugs increasing by more than 15 percent.8 These escalating costs from new, expensive therapies and cost increases for existing medications are also placing pressure on government health care programs. Medicare and Medicaid together accounted for 40 percent of retail prescription drug spending in the U.S. in 2017.9 Medicare Part D spending, though less costly in the early years than initially expected, has doubled over the past decade, and is projected to increase faster than any other category of health spending over that year.10 On a national basis, Medicaid has also seen prescription drug spending rise precipitously with the introduction of new specialty drugs. For example, in the same year when the Hepatitis C drug Sovaldi was first introduced in 2013 at the price of $84,000 per course of treatment, Medicaid prescription drug spending increased by nearly 25 percent.11 Overall, prescription drug costs in the U.S. are financed by private/commercial health coverage ($140 billion, or 42 percent), Medicare Part D ($101 billion, or 30 percent) and Medicaid ($33 billion, or 10 percent). Out-of-pocket costs paid by consumers are also significant, representing $47 billion, or 14 percent.

Figure 2. U.S. Retail Prescription Drug Spending by Payer

According to a report by the IQVIA Institute for Human Data Science, the use of prescription drugs is increasing in the U.S. due to a number of contributing factors, including an aging population, an increase in the use of medications that treat mental health and diabetes, and changes in clinical practice guidelines.12 According to estimates from the Colorado State Demography Office, Colorado’s population ages 65 and older reached 805,950 in 2018, an increase of 293,100 or 57.2 percent from 2008. The share of the population over age 65 in Colorado is now just over 14 percent. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Colorado has had the third-fastest aging population over 65 behind Alaska and Nevada.

Figure 3. Colorado Medicaid Total Pharmacy and Physician-Administered Drug Expenditures, by Calendar Year and Drug Type

Many Coloradans Aren’t Taking Their Drugs Appropriately Because They Can’t Afford To, Often Leading To Worse Health Outcomes That Are More Costly

In a 2019 report, the Kaiser Family Foundation found that nearly 8 in 10 Americans believe prescription drugs costs are unreasonably high. It further found that 1 in 4 Americans who are taking medications are struggling to afford them.13 The high cost of prescription drugs also has a direct impact on patient compliance with their medications; in fact, more than 11 percent of Americans did not

From the AARP

Given the high utilization of prescriptions by seniors, the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) has taken an active role in evaluating the impact of increasing drug costs. For example, in 2017, the average annual retail cost for 754 brand name, generic and specialty prescription drugs used to treat chronic conditions was almost $20,000 per year. This average annual cost was nearly 20 percent higher than the average Social Security retirement benefit ($16,848). The annual drug cost was also more than three-quarters of the median income for Medicare beneficiaries ($26,200) and almost one-third of the median U.S. household income ($60,336).

take their medicine as prescribed in order to save money. Similarly, 10.8 percent of Coloradans did not fill a prescription due to cost in 2019, with variations by geographic area; for example in Pueblo, it was 18.3 percent. Patients not taking their medication may experience worse overall health, and increased health care utilization on services such as emergency room visits and hospitalizations, further driving up the cost of health care.

The overwhelming majority of Americans favor government action to bring down the price of prescription drugs, including actions such as price transparency requirements, importing drugs from Canada, price negotiations and making it easier for generic drugs to come to market, as noted in figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent who favor</th>
<th>Each of the following actions to keep prescription costs down:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requiring drug companies to include list prices in ads</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making it easier for generic drugs to come to market</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing the govern't to negotiate with drug companies to get a lower price for people with Medicare</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing all Americans to buy drugs imported from Canada</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placing an annual limit on out-of-pocket drug costs for people with Medicare</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowering what Medicare pays based on amounts in other countries</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing taxes on drug companies whose prices are too high</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ending the tax break given to drug companies for their advertising spending</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing Medicare plans to put more restrictions on use of certain drugs</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing Medicare drug plans to exclude more drugs</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: KFF Health Tracking Poll (conducted February 14-24, 2019).

Major Drivers of Prescription Drug Prices

**Patent Protections**

U.S. federal patent law, codified in Title 35 of the United States Code, gives manufacturers a property right and Title 21 under the federal Food and Drug statutes outlines exclusivity protection, which allows pharmaceutical companies to have market exclusivity for a drug for a period of time after the patent is filed.17-18 The purpose of these laws is to create an incentive for the manufacturer to make the risky, costly investments in research and development that are necessary to bring new therapies to market.

During this time of patent protection, manufacturers are permitted to establish their market price without competition from generic manufacturers to drive the price down. This is a significant contributor to rising prescription drug costs.19,20 Further exacerbating this impact on prescription drug costs, drug manufacturers file new patents on existing drugs for new formulations.21 For example, if a drug is currently in tablet form, a newly released capsule form of the drug would extend the protection period for the drug. This practice is just one type of “evergreening” (any of various legal, business and technological strategies used to extend patents), which allowed approximately 78 percent of new patents filed to be for existing drugs, not new drugs.22 Adding new patents is especially common among blockbuster drugs: among the 100 best-selling drugs, more than 70 percent had their patent protection extended at least once and almost half had their patent protection extended more than once.23 This limits competition for an extended period of time because potential competitors cannot file an FDA application for approval if a drug has patents, even if the drug is past the period of exclusivity. This assures that prices will remain high, without competition – which incentivizes pharmaceutical manufacturers to file new patents. All of these practices increase the prices of prescription drugs to health plans, employers and ultimately consumers.

17 U.S. Code Title 35 – Patents
18 U.S. Code Title 21 – Food and Drugs, Chapter 9—Federal Food, Drug, And Cosmetic Act (§§ 301 – 399)
20 “Applications for FDA Approval To Market A New Drug,” Code of Federal Regulations, Title 2, §314.108(B)(2)
23 Robin Feldman, “May Your Drug Price Be Evergreen.”
Humira
AbbVie has numerous patent protections for their drug, Humira, to prevent likely competitors from entering the market with biosimilar drugs. Intellectual property laws are complex, and several components of a drug can be patented, such as how the drug is manufactured, how it is administered, dosages, inactive ingredients and packaging. The initial patent for Humira expired in December 2016, but AbbVie secured more than 100 additional patents to cover small changes like manufacturing methods and the drug’s formulation. As a result, while the price of Humira is going down in other countries, it will continue to increase in the U.S., sold with monopoly price protections until at least July 2023.24,25

Another strategy for large brand name manufacturers is to create generic subsidiary companies or partner with a generic manufacturer to prevent competitors from entering the market. These practices ensure a virtual monopoly on the generic, keeping prices high. Manufacturers can also use rebates to maintain their market share. “Manufacturers have used the rebate program to introduce an authorized generic with a lower required rebate, allowing them to maintain their monopoly position,” said Kristi Martin, senior vice president at consulting firm Waxman Strategies.26

In May 2019, 44 states filed suit against 20 major pharmaceutical companies, including Teva, Pfizer, Novartis and Mylan.27 The lawsuit alleges that the companies engaged in a scheme to allocate markets and fix prices of generic drugs, allowing them to raise prices. It alleges that the companies worked together to raise prices on as many medications as possible. The lawsuit also alleges the manufacturers raised prices on 112 generic drugs between July 2013 and January 2015 – some with increases of more than 1,000 percent. Some medications affected by this were for treatment of cancer, HIV, asthma, high cholesterol and depression. Colorado has joined this lawsuit.

Specialty Drugs

Specialty drugs are a dominant driver of drug expenditures; per capita spending on specialty drugs accounts for $384 of the $895 (43 percent) average spent on medicines per person every year.28 Over six years (2012-2018), Health First Colorado’s (Colorado’s Medicaid program) prescription drug benefit costs, before credits from manufacturer rebates, rose 51 percent (75 percent is driven by specialty drugs), or an average of 8.5 percent a year. However, the trends were not evenly spread.

- Generic drug spending slightly decreased (8 percent over 6 years, or 1.3 percent a year)
- Brand name drug spending increased slightly (30 percent over 6 years, or about 5 percent per year)
- Specialty prescription drugs rose 171 percent or an average of 28.5 percent per year

This specialty drug trend moved three-quarters of the 51 percent cost trend. Medicaid generates about $1 billion in prescription claim costs. (All statistics are before the application of manufacturer rebates.)

Figure 5. Rising Prescription Costs in Medicaid (before rebates)

Specialty drugs that utilize breakthrough research, harness new genetic and biologic medicine, and treat rare diseases are extraordinarily valuable. Specialty drugs represent hope and quality of life for many individuals that previously had none. Determining the price of such drugs is complex, considering cost of research and development, quality of life, and low volume of consumption. Therefore, policymakers have focused on the fees the drug companies receive from manufacturers, through rebates and fees, from these “pay-for-delay” settlements. Still, there have been no policy changes.29

patient need. However, current pricing models are unsustainable for patients, for employers and for payor–public and private. As an illustration of the impact of specialty drugs on overall prescription drug spend, for Health First Colorado (Colorado’s Medicaid program), 1.25 percent of the prescriptions written to treat covered members were so expensive that they consumed 40 percent of the program’s total prescription drug spending in fiscal year 2017-18 (before the application of manufacturer rebates to offset a portion of that cost). This impact of high cost drugs before rebates is in line with commercial or industry trends.

The increasing availability and utilization of specialty drugs on overall prescription drug costs relates directly to increasing manufacturer investments and focus on specialty drugs. The graphic illustrate the dominance in specialty drug investment over other research and development. Left unchecked, this strategic investment decision trajectory by manufacturers will have a profound economic impact on the cost of pharmaceutical therapy and the associated prescription drug benefits cost to consumers, employers and public programs in the years to come.

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Administrator Seema Verma has commented on the high cost of specialty drugs. Speaking of her concerns about drugs that cost upward of $2 million per dosage, she said, “That kind of innovation doesn’t mean anything if people can’t afford the treatment.”

People making serious health decisions do not always have the luxury of price shopping, often because there is only a single medication that can provide relief. Employers and carriers that provide coverage are challenged to maintain risk and cost controls.

Three factors are creating a perfect storm that is fueling rising prescription drug cost trends: the extended patent protection monopoly period, combined with a manufacturer focus on specialty drugs, and the lack of transparency into the pricing of specialty drugs. To further complicate matters, the market price of the emerging specialty drugs has little relationship with the cost to develop and manufacture the new specialty drug therapies.

Zolgensma

A recent example of the disconnect between a drug’s development cost and its price is Zolgensma, a gene therapy currently the most expensive pharmaceutical product in the world at $2.1 million per patient treatment. It targets a rare genetic disorder, spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), that can result in death within the first two years of life. The most common form of the disorder afflicts about 215 newborn children per year in the U.S. Zolgensma is thought to replace the defective or missing gene in order to slow disease progression, potentially with a one-time infusion. Despite the low volume, sales of the gene therapy are expected to surpass $2 billion a year within three years.

Development of the drug started with a researcher who was a state university employee in a nonprofit hospital lab in Ohio. The researcher then started a company, AveXis to develop the drug and spent approximately $250,000 on research and development between 2013 and 2017, according to their SEC filings. AveXis was subsequently purchased by Novartis in 2018, a Swiss pharmaceutical corporation, for $8.7 billion. Despite Novartis’ announcement of the price of Zolgensma did not link it to the research, development or production costs. Rather, the price was calculated based on its effectiveness and costs compared to existing treatments. Considering the total cost of research that was filed was less than 15 percent of the cost of a single course of treatment, the original research cost and the price of the drug are not meaningfully connected.

Hospital Pricing Mark-up and Site of Care Pricing Differentials

The methods hospitals use to determine their drug therapy prices also impact how much a health plan, employer and, ultimately, a consumer pays for that drug. A hospital may contract with a specialty pharmacy to acquire the drug at a particular price and then charge the health plan a higher list-price.

A growing body of research examining the site of where injectable and infused drugs are administered indicates that commercial payers reimburse hospital clinics at a higher rate than physician offices. Analysis done by the Partnership for Health Analytic Research shows that

physician offices and hospital clinics treat similar numbers of patients, but hospitals receive a larger share of gross profits. Accordingly, health plans often work with patients to coordinate or redirect drug therapy administration to the most cost-effective site of care, such as home infusion or a physician’s office.

An example of the cost difference by site of care is the average cost per unit of Remicade, which is used to treat rheumatoid arthritis, among other illnesses. In a physician’s office, it is $90, yet it is $227 in the hospital outpatient setting. Figure 6 shows other drug examples of the difference in cost to the health plan by setting.

**Figure 6. Claims Costs For Outpatient Specialty Drugs Are As Much As 3.9 Times Higher In Hospital Settings**

![Table showing cost comparison between physicians' offices and hospital clinics](image)

Accordingly, health plans often work with patients to coordinate or redirect drug therapy administration to the most cost-effective site of care, such as home infusion or a physician’s office.

An example of the cost difference by site of care is the average cost per unit of Remicade, which is used to treat rheumatoid arthritis, among other illnesses. In a physician’s office, it is $90, yet it is $227 in the hospital outpatient setting. Figure 6 shows other drug examples of the difference in cost to the health plan by setting.

**Figure 7. Physician-Administered Drug Expenditures by Service Date Calendar Year**

![Graph showing physician-administered drug expenditures over time](image)

**Prescription Drug Rebates**

In the commercial market, a rebate is the return of part of the purchase price by the seller to the buyer. For commercial health plan carriers, the rebates are paid by the manufacturers to the PBMs and carriers to encourage the use of a particular drug. The unfavorable impact of rebates and other manufacturer compensation to PBMs/carriers on prescription drug prices may include the following consequences:

- The lack of transparency into the pricing of a drug enables manufacturers to increase a drug’s price to accommodate the payment of rebates to middlemen like PBMs and insurance carriers.
- Rebates in the commercial arena reward insurance carriers and PBMs for giving drugs preferred formulary status, often drugs with a higher list price. This misaligned incentive may result in the increased utilization of higher cost drugs, thereby increasing the cost of the prescription drug benefit to employers and consumers.
- PBMs and carriers may not share all manufacturer rebates and other such compensation paid to them with employers and other clients. This increases PBM and health plan profits and reduces the funds available to offset the overall cost of prescription drugs to employers and consumers.
- PBMs and carrier retention of rebates and other manufacturer compensation is concurrent with significant increases in carrier profits and the acquisition of PBMs by insurance carriers.

**Medicare’s Inability to Negotiate Prices**

One of the largest purchasers of prescription drugs is the Medicare program. Despite its size and influence, CMS is prohibited by law from negotiating directly with pharmaceutical manufacturers for lower drug prices. All negotiation with pharmaceutical manufacturers is through Medicare Part D plans and the PBMs that administer them. Congress banned the federal government from negotiating directly with pharmaceutical manufacturers for better prices on prescription drugs for Medicare Part D in 2003. Though 92 percent of Americans believe that policy should be overturned, numerous proposals to do so have been defeated. A bipartisan group of former governors and senators, citing research from the Congressional Budget Office, concluded that allowing the federal government to negotiate drug prices would save an average of $11 billion a year.


Figure 8 indicates a 146 percent increase in prescription drug rebates as a percent of overall costs over the same 5-year period for a large national group benefit plan with members in Colorado [9.93 percent minus 24.39 percent]/9.93 percent]. In this case, this large self-funded group has contracted with one of the nation’s largest PBMs to receive 100 percent of rebates. These rebates represent a 163 percent increase in payments back to the group benefit plan available to offset their prescription drug costs – an increase from $3.9 million to $10.24 million over the 5-year period.

**Figure 8. Rebate Through The Years For A Large National Fund**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Drug Rebate Amount</th>
<th>Rebate Percentage of Total Paid Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$3,887,231</td>
<td>9.93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$5,381,390</td>
<td>12.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$5,727,789</td>
<td>13.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$8,467,045</td>
<td>20.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>$10,243,478</td>
<td>24.39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If employers are not receiving 100 percent of manufacturer rebate, or if they are relying on a specific rebate guarantee per prescription that is not increasing each year, they are paying too much for their prescription drug benefit, and inviting increasing profits for middlemen PBMs and insurance carriers.

In a speech to the Bipartisan Policy Center in February 2019, HHS Secretary Alex Azar said more than $150 billion of drug rebates are passed around the system, largely without public knowledge and sometimes without public benefit.48

Without transparency into rebates and other related compensation between drug manufacturers and carriers/PBMs, many employers, union trusts, municipalities and the like – especially small employers and individuals – are only experiencing the increase in rising prescription drug costs and not the concurrent increase in rebates to offset them. Given that Colorado is a small employer state, the lack of transparency into rebates and lack of rebate and other manufacturer compensation passthrough to employers and consumers is likely having an even more adverse impact on rising prescription drug costs to both the small employer and individual markets, where bargaining power is extremely limited.

While Medicaid rebates are different, the increase in the actual rebates to Health First Colorado (Colorado’s Medicaid program) as a percent of total prescription drug expenditures as noted in Figure 9 reinforces the directional increase in the value of rebates. In Medicaid, 100 percent of rebates flow to the state and federal government, enabling Health First Colorado (Colorado’s Medicaid program) to reduce its prescription drug benefit cost – driving savings that benefit the state budget and taxpayers.

**Figure 9. Total Colorado Medicaid Pharmacy Expenditure, Including Rebate Offset**

![Figure 9](source: Health First Colorado (Colorado’s Medicaid Program) (2019).

Secretary Alex Azar said more than $150 billion of drug rebates are passed around the system each year, largely without public knowledge and sometimes without public benefit.48

In addition to the practice of retaining rebates and other compensation from drug manufacturers (i.e., discounts, market share allowances, etc.), carriers/PBMs may be benefiting from higher list prices as well as the increased spread between what the carrier/PBM pays for the drug and the retail price it charges the employer or consumer for the drug. The higher price is incorporated into the price of individual and employer insurance policies.

There is also some concern about consolidation in the industry. As of 2018, three PBM companies control 72 percent of the prescription drug market: Express Scripts owned by Cigna, CVS Caremark which owns Aetna, and Optum Rx owned by United Health Group.50 Insurance carriers and PBMs have acquired each other for mutual financial gain.

• OptumRx (United Health Group) acquired Catamaran in 201551 (which was Cigna’s contracted PBM at the time)

• Cigna acquired Express Scripts in 201852 after Express Scripts had already acquired Medco in 2012.

---


Anthem terminated its relationship with Express Scripts and created its own PBM holding company in 2019.

The alignment of PBMs and insurance carriers is correlated with significant increases in PBM profits as noted in Figure 10.

Prescription Drug Promotional Marketing

In the past 20 years, spending on medical marketing in the U.S. increased from $17.7 billion to $29.9 billion a year. At the same time, drug companies paid more than $11 billion in fines for off-label or deceptive marketing.

In 2013, nine of the top 10 largest pharmaceutical companies spent more on marketing than on the research and development of new drugs. Drug companies spend about $40 billion a year more on marketing and administrative expenses than on research and development of new drugs, as noted below. Concluding that pharmaceutical marketing in the U.S. is driving up costs without adding measurable benefits to consumers, the American Medical Association in 2015 called for a ban on prescription drug advertising.

Direct-to-consumer marketing is the costly promotion of prescription products directly to potential patients. This advertising began in the U.S. in the early 1980s. The FDA regulates the advertisements in accordance with federal laws and regulations, which includes requirements that the advertisements be balanced. However, over the years and through policy revisions, FDA oversight has weakened. For example, in 2002, HHS required that all regulatory warning letters be reviewed and approved by the FDA's Office of Chief Counsel before being issued. Another difficulty the FDA has faced over the years has been the low number of dedicated staff members overseeing this policy. Direct-to-consumer advertisements by drug manufacturers are protected through a series of court decisions that have held that product advertisement is a form of commercial speech under the First Amendment.

![Figure 10. Annual PBM Profits](source: National Community Pharmacists Association (NCPA))

Unrestricted advertising is permitted only in the United States and New Zealand. Canada permits advertising but with many restrictions.

![Figure 11. Total Revenue And Spending By Category, Top 10 Pharmaceutical Firms, 2014.](source: National Community Pharmacists Association (NCPA))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Total Revenue ($bn)</th>
<th>R&amp;D Spend ($bn)</th>
<th>Sales and Marketing Spend ($bn)</th>
<th>Profit ($bn)</th>
<th>Profit Margin (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johnson &amp; Johnson (US)</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novartis (Swiss)</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pfizer (US)</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffmann-La Roche (Swiss)</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanofi (France)</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merck (US)</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSK (UK)</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AstraZeneca (UK)</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eli Lilly (US)</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbbVie (US)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: National Community Pharmacists Association (NCPA)
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Anthem terminated its relationship with Express Scripts and created its own PBM holding company in 2018, after it acquired Caremark Rx, a PBM, in 2007.

The alignment of PBMs and insurance carriers is correlated with significant increases in PBM profits as noted in Figure 10.

In the past 20 years, spending on medical marketing in the U.S. increased from $17.7 billion to $29.9 billion a year. At the same time, drug companies paid more than $11 billion in fines for off-label or deceptive marketing.

In 2013, nine of the top 10 largest pharmaceutical companies spent more on marketing than on the research and development of new drugs. Drug companies spend about $40 billion a year more on marketing and administrative expenses than on research and development of new drugs, as noted below. Concluding that pharmaceutical marketing in the U.S. is driving up costs without adding measurable benefits to consumers, the American Medical Association in 2015 called for a ban on prescription drug advertising.
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The report found that AMCs that enacted policies limiting physician detailing were associated with rising prescription drug prices. The pharmaceutical industry spends more on lobbying efforts than any other type of commerce, at more than $280 million a year just in federal lobbying efforts, as illustrated below.66

### Marketing to Physicians

Pharmaceutical companies spend even more money marketing to physicians than directly to consumers. In 2016, of the $29.9 billion that pharmaceutical companies spent on marketing, $9.6 billion was directed to consumer marketing while over $20 billion was spent on marketing to medical professionals.64 In a study from the University of California-Los Angeles, a team analyzed the prescribing behavior of over 25,000 physicians at academic medical centers (AMCs) across the country, for 262 drugs throughout eight pharmaceutical categories between 2006 and 2012. The report found that AMCs that enacted policies limiting physician detailing were associated with a 1.67 percentage point decrease in the market share of detailed drugs.64 Two publicly accessible websites now make pharmaceutical payments to prescribers more transparent: ProPublica and a CMS website created under the Sunshine Act.67

### Lobbying Contributions to Drive Industry Policy

One significant challenge to making policy changes that would address rising prescription drug prices is the amount of money the pharmaceutical industry invests in lobbying efforts. The pharmaceutical industry spends more on lobbying efforts than any other type of commerce, at more than $280 million a year just in federal lobbying efforts, as illustrated below.66

### Figure 12. Top 10 Industries by Lobbying Spending, 2018

![Figure 12. Top 10 Industries by Lobbying Spending, 2018](chart.png)

**SOURCE:** The Center for Responsive Politics
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Learning from Other States

Over the last two years, many states have acted to further regulate the prescription drug market. A short summary of this legislation is provided below. For the full list of state prescription drug legislation, please visit the National Academy for State Health Policy (NASHP) website.\(^\text{71}\)

In 2019, 272 bills related to prescription drugs were introduced and 51 were signed into law by states across the country. Roughly, 52 of the bills introduced related to price transparency and five passed. The bills primarily focused on transparency in drug costs increases. Maryland also passed a bill that created a board to regulate prices.

Maine enacted LD 1162, which requires manufacturers to report when the Wholesale Acquisition Cost (WAC) of a brand name drug increases by more than 20 percent over the past year.

Oregon, HB 2658, requires manufacturers to give advance notice of price increases for brand name drugs with an increase of 10 percent or more over the last year.

Texas, HB 2536, requires disclosure within 30 days of a 15 percent or more price increase over the preceding year. The bill also requires annual reports from manufacturers for approved drugs with a WAC of $100 or more for a 30-day supply.

Washington, HB 1224, and Colorado, HB19-1131, also passed legislation relating to pricing information and disclosures. HB19-1131 requires manufacturers to disclose the WAC of a drug and the name of three generic drugs from the same therapeutic class when providing information to a prescriber.

Maryland passed HB 768 in 2019 to create a Prescription Drug Affordability Board, an independent body with the authority to evaluate expensive drugs and recommend appropriate methods for addressing costs, including setting upper limits on what state residents would pay for them. The Prescription Drug Affordability Board will look at prescription drugs with costs that greatly impact Marylanders, including medications that impact the budgets of state, county, and local government programs and facilities. Beginning in 2022, with approval of the Maryland General Assembly, the Prescription Drug Affordability Board may begin to set upper payment limits for prescription drugs purchased by state, county, or local governments. In 2023, the Board will recommend whether the General Assembly should pass legislation to expand upper payment limits to all purchases of prescription drugs throughout the state.

In Utah, over 100 healthcare entities have come together to create their own drug manufacturing company locally. The goal is to combat the arbitrary pricing and prevent local shortages of essential drugs.\(^\text{72}\)

In 2018, 178 bills related to prescription drugs were introduced nationwide and 46 passed. Many of the bills passed related to regulating pharmacy benefit managers. Maine, New Hampshire, Oregon and Vermont passed bills related to price transparency. The legislation focused on mandating disclosures to government accountability agencies.

New Hampshire, HB 1418, requires the Department of Human Services to develop a list of critical prescription drugs where there is a public interest in understanding the pricing. The Department must require the manufacturers to report information on costs of production, research and development, marketing and advertising, and prices charged for drugs on the list.

Oregon, similarly, passed HB 4005, requiring drug manufacturers to annually report prices of drugs and costs associated with developing and marketing drugs to the Department of Consumer and Business Services.

Finally, Vermont passed S 92. The bill requires pharmacists to dispense the lowest priced generic and requires manufacturers to make various disclosures to the state Attorney General about costs and drug launch prices.


Solutions for Colorado

The following section reviews opportunities that can be implemented through new state policies in Colorado, based on cost drivers and lessons learned from other states.

*Improve Prescription Drug Price Transparency*

One state opportunity is to tackle the industry’s obscure pricing practices first by building a foundation of insights through pricing transparency. Specifically, transparency in Colorado could include:

- Disclosure of prescription drug price increases for generics, brand name, specialty drugs and the like, when price increases are above a specific level;
- Disclosure of the prescription drugs that are driving the highest volume (utilization), those driving the highest prices, those driving the highest overall impact to prescription drug benefit costs (combination of price and utilization), or those driving the highest rebates to PBMs/insurance carriers;
- Payments in any form made by manufacturers to insurance carriers/PBMs (rebates, market share allowances, discounts, etc.), perhaps in the aggregate, recognizing confidentiality considerations;
- Identifying when price increases for existing drugs match a price increase for a competitor’s drug (aka shadow pricing);
- Identifying manufacturers promoting drugs for use outside of their indicated purpose as approved by the FDA (aka off-label marketing);
- Comparing costs of new treatments to other current treatments;
- Reviewing pending patents as they relate to “evergreening” and “pay-to-delay” of generic drugs.

Transparency policy could also drive insights into the factors associated with the production cost or cost of goods sold to help state authorities identify the gap between the price to market and the cost to actually produce the drug, such as:

- direct-to-consumer advertising
- physician detailing payments
- rebate payments to third parties like insurance carriers and PBMs
- research and development costs as well as the offsets from federal grants, and grants from charitable organizations
- acquisition cost of technology
- cost to distribute
- costs of ongoing safety and effectiveness research
- allocation of manufacturer overhead (administration)
- profit charge

*Amend SB 19-005 to Allow State Importation Policy to Potentially Parallel Federal Changes*

In 2019, Colorado passed the Import Prescription Drugs From Canada bill, Senate Bill 19-005. This bill followed the current federal legislation which only permits importation of prescription drugs from Canada. If Congress considers such changes, Colorado would benefit from state laws that parallel importation expansion at the federal level. Amending SB 19-005 to allow the Colorado Department of Health Care Policy & Financing, which is charged with implementing importation legislation, to pursue importation from other countries in parallel to federal policy changes or waivers would avoid unnecessary delays in maximizing the impact of evolving federal importation policy.

*Prescriber Tool in Development*

The Department of Health Care Policy & Financing is coordinating the 2020 implementation of a tool that aims to be accessible to all prescribers in the state. The tool is intended to deliver the following benefits: improve prescription drug cost control, reduce opioid addiction risk, and improve patient health. Phase I of the tool’s implementation would address all three benefits, while Phase II would further evolve the patient health improvement program benefit.

**Phase I of the Prescriber Tool Implementation** discloses to the treating physician or prescriber the cost to the patient (copay) and payer (employer, municipality, Medicaid, commercial health plans, etc.) of the various drug therapy alternatives available to treat the patient. This cost structure is specific to each patient (i.e. an Aetna patient’s specific reimbursement rate and copay based on the patient’s plan). This feature also alerts the prescriber when a patient might have a higher opioid addiction risk score before an opioid is prescribed, thereby reducing the risk of patient addiction and its consequences.

**Phase II** provides access to the health plans’ health improvement programs through the tool so that a provider can prescribe or recommend a health improvement program to a patient, not just a pill. These programs might include tobacco cessation, diabetes management, maternity support, or social determinant of health supports and more.

The tool will be incorporated into the prescriber’s Electronic Medical Record (EMR) to improve the providers’ ease of use.

The Department created the original RFI in collaboration with the Colorado Hospital Association and independent hospitals, the Colorado Medical Society and physicians, the Colorado Association of Health Plans and its member health plans, Mercer (consultant), and Department subject matter experts. As of the date of this report, the Department has received the proposals solicited through an invitation to negotiate and is negotiating with the bidders with the objective of a 2020 implementation, targeting both of the above Phase I features, if budgeted dollars are sufficient.

73 Voluntary Qualified Importer Program, Section 21 USC 384(b).
This tool has the potential to dramatically improve all prescribers' visibility into cost as part of the prescribing practice. Additionally, it would assist payers in rewarding providers with value-based payments for both improving patient health (outcomes) and better controlling costs and trends associated with prescription drugs. The Department is exploring including value-based rewards to hospitals as part of the Hospital Transformation Program for implementing the prescriber tool.

Lastly, this tool is intended to enable the production of report cards that assist in provider education around outlier behaviors including patient outcomes and utilization and prescribing patterns, as well as opportunities to reduce patient, employer, and Medicaid cost share.

The Office of eHealth Innovation is prioritizing its assistance with the rollout of the tool. All health plans serving Coloradans are encouraged to collaborate to load or provide access to their reimbursements, plan designs, utilization review and prior authorization rules. From a competitive perspective, carriers and PBM plans that do not collaborate risk losing their competitive edge to other carriers and PBMs that better control prescription drug costs and outcomes through this innovative tool.

The Colorado Medical Society has volunteered to help test the tool as have a number of Federally Qualified Health Centers. The Department may also explore if there is an opportunity for robust dialogue on how to better control the adverse impacts of prescription drug products. Most often, these coupons are employed by manufacturers to offset the price of individual and group policies, as well as self-funded employer costs. Related to the last paragraph above, some manufacturers provide “coupons” to consumers to offset their plan design copays, thereby encouraging them to try or continue to use their prescription drug products. Most often, these coupons are employed by manufacturers to drive market share on new or more costly prescription drugs. Offered as a sole strategy or in combination with direct-to-consumer advertising and physician detailing practices, manufacturer coupons impede the intent of plan design member incentives or copays. That is, a manufacturer coupon could fully offset the brand name copay for a higher cost, new brand name drug, which then the member is incented to use over a generic drug or a lower cost brand name drug in the same class. This raises prescription drug costs for employers and other payers, and it increases insurance policy rates by driving unnecessary utilization of higher cost drugs. Given that manufacturers do not employ the use of coupons consistently across all drugs, there is an opportunity for robust dialogue on how to better control the adverse impacts of manufacturer coupons.

While Medicaid rebates are higher than rebates and other compensation paid to insurance carriers/PBMs for their commercial business, the point of the chart above is clear: employers, municipalities and union trusts that are not fully participating in rebate sharing are paying too much for their prescription drug benefit, and the unfavorable impact of that loss is getting worse. In an article by Tami Luhby on May 7, 2018 titled “Just who gets those rebates?”, Scott Gottlieb, commissioner of the FDA, said at the Food and Drug Law Institute conference, “To take one example, one of the dynamics I’ve talked about before that’s driving higher and higher list prices is the system of rebates between payers and manufacturers.” Until we are able to negate the impact of rebates on the system at the federal level – including rebate impact on prices – it is important to consider ways to pass rebates and other manufacturer compensation along to employer payers and individual policyholders in the form of premium rate reductions. This would allow them to offset rising prescription drug costs, in the same way that Medicaid does.

Given that Colorado is a small employer state, and given the success of our individual market, policymakers can consider prescription drug policy that (a) provides transparency into rebates and all compensation between manufacturers, insurance carriers and their third party administrators (TPAs) as well as (b) legislation to require the pass through of manufacturer rebates and all compensation between manufacturers and insurance carriers/PBMs to employers, municipalities, union trust funds, and individual policyholders in the form of premium reductions.

Figure 13. Colorado State Medicaid Expenditure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calendar Year</th>
<th>Total Pharmacy Expenditure Amount</th>
<th>Adjusted Actual Net Spend</th>
<th>Total Prescription Drug Rebate Amount</th>
<th>Rebate Percentage of Total Paid Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$573,305,555</td>
<td>$349,676,759</td>
<td>$223,628,796</td>
<td>39.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$752,880,375</td>
<td>$432,094,344</td>
<td>$320,786,037</td>
<td>42.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$906,762,480</td>
<td>$418,836,790</td>
<td>$487,926,690</td>
<td>53.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$981,469,207</td>
<td>$445,706,439</td>
<td>$535,762,768</td>
<td>54.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>$993,671,586</td>
<td>$426,269,588</td>
<td>$557,401,998</td>
<td>56.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Health First Colorado (Colorado’s Medicaid Program) (2019).

Ensure Employers Benefit from All Manufacturer Rebates and Compensation to Their Insurance Carriers/PBMs

Medicaid is only paying about 44 percent of its gross prescription drug costs because it receives 100 percent of all manufacturer rebates, and uses all such funds to offset the costs of its prescription drug claims. The chart below shows both the impact on the net cost of prescription drugs to the state as well as the dramatic increase in rebates over the last five calendar years, as a percent. The increase from 39.01 percent to 56.1 percent represents a 44% increase in rebates paid by manufacturers to the Medicaid program.

Explore Options on Manufacturer Couponing

Related to the last paragraph above, some manufacturers provide “coupons” to consumers to offset their plan design copays, thereby encouraging them to try or continue to use their prescription drug products. Most often, these coupons are employed by manufacturers to drive market share on new or more costly prescription drugs. Offered as a sole strategy or in combination with direct-to-consumer advertising and physician detailing practices, manufacturer coupons impede the intent of plan design member incentives or copays. That is, a manufacturer coupon could fully offset the brand name copay for a higher cost, new brand name drug, which then the member is incented to use over a generic drug or a lower cost brand name drug in the same class. This raises prescription drug costs for employers and other payers, and it increases insurance policy rates by driving unnecessary utilization of higher cost drugs. Given that manufacturers do not employ the use of coupons consistently across all drugs, there is an opportunity for robust dialogue on how to better control the adverse impacts of manufacturer coupons.
Physician detailing is a practice used by manufacturers to encourage physicians to prescribe their products. Many physicians are influenced by this practice. Recognizing this industry challenge, the State’s Affordability Roadmap, in its pilot rollout to Grand Junction, asked participating physician group practice leaders as well as the Mesa County Health Leaders Consortium participants if they would benefit from a centralized, unbiased, expert panel or Board that would frame and refine prescribing best practices and help educate physicians on such best practices with the goal of improving patient outcomes while better controlling prescription drug costs. The Consortium, including their physician leadership participants, agreed that this approach would benefit patients and employers from a cost and health outcome perspective. The Board could be comprised of members appointed by the Governor and General Assembly, and include clinical experts, carriers and experts from the various relevant state agencies.

Upon inquiry, the Colorado Medical Society has agreed that Coloradans, employers, municipalities, and other payers could benefit from such a Board. They have volunteered to actively engage in this effort to the benefit of patients, physicians, other prescribers and payers. Insurance carriers, which also have tremendous clinical expertise and have crafted best-practices and clinical guidelines, would also provide great value in this process.

Clearly, the state can aggregate unbiased experts from a wealth of competent experts to frame prescribing best practices to the benefit of all Coloradans. There is an opportunity for the State of Colorado to create an unbiased entity that provides prescribers with guidance and best practices to improve patient outcomes and lower prescription drug costs. Such guidance would be available to physicians on a voluntary basis, and could eventually be incorporated into next generation physician tools, such as the prescriber tool currently in development, or electronic health record (EHR) systems.

The Prescription Drug Affordability Board could set upper payment limits on high cost prescription drugs in stages:

- The first stage could consider upper payment levels on medications that impact the budgets of the state, county and local government programs and facilities.
- After monitoring the eventual outcomes in Maryland and Maine, which have established similar boards, the second stage could set upper payment limits for prescription drugs for the benefit of all purchasers throughout the state, with the exception of Medicare and Medicaid.

The board could be comprised of members appointed by the Governor and General Assembly and include clinical experts, consumers, carriers and experts from the various agencies such as Health Care Policy & Financing, Public Health & Environment, Division of Insurance, Human Services, Department of Corrections, etc.

One option is to provide the board with appropriate access to agency prescription drug utilization and cost reporting, Center for Improving Value in Health Care (CIVHC) All Payer Claims Database reports, as well as access to HCDF staff and other agency staff who could maximize state repositories and analytics to support its analysis and upper payment limit recommendation and value-based contract content. Emerging specialty drugs and pending innovations entering the market would also be tracked and reviewed. The board could use this data to identify prescription drugs that are driving increased costs, new brand name prescription drugs entering the market over a specific price, existing prescription drugs with increases over a specific percent, prescriptions that are driving economic hardships to consumers, employers, or state programs, and the like to determine appropriate upper payment limits, and cost control strategies.

Legislation creating this board could be separate from other transparency bills, but the board would be most effective if it is preceded or accompanied by other legislative efforts that provide the board with insights into the increasing cost of various medications and the drivers of prescription drug pricing.

As prescription drug costs continue to soar, the state has an opportunity to follow Maryland’s leadership by creating a Prescription Drug Affordability Board. This would be an independent body with the authority to evaluate expensive drugs and recommend appropriate methods for addressing these costs, including the potential to set upper limits on what Colorado government entities would pay for them. Similar to Maryland, this board could also explore the potential to set upper payment limits for health plans in Colorado. Different from Maryland, Colorado may wish to add provisions that require valued-based-contracting (covered in the following section), as well as exploring additional financial levers to hold manufacturers accountable for behaviors that impede affordability, access, and quality.

In Utah, over 100 healthcare entities have come together to create their own drug manufacturing company locally. The goal is to combat the arbitrary pricing and prevent local shortages of essential drugs. Colorado could mimic this evolving alternative.

The World Health Organization (WHO) recently invested in testing and approving a new generic insulin to combat rising drug costs. The WHO previously used this approach to successfully increase global access to life-saving drugs by driving down annual costs of HIV medications $15,000 to $75.

In Colorado, the state legislature through the Department of Public Health and Environment created a standing order (i.e., a blanket prescription for all residents) for the lifesaving overdose reversal drug, Naloxone, decreasing access barriers. The legislature also created a fund for the state to directly purchase the drug for a negotiated “public health price” at almost half the rate charged to retail pharmacies.

A nonprofit in Boston called the Institute for Clinical and Economic Review (ICER) is using a calculation that factors in a dollar amount associated with being healthy in order to estimate how a drug should be priced. The methodology uses the quality-adjusted life year (QALY), which places a dollar figure on a year of healthy life, to estimate how drugs should be priced, with consideration for how much health a drug is restoring to patients who are sick.

With mounting political tension surrounding high drug prices in the U.S. and pressure to gain market share for new products, some drug manufacturers have moved toward aligning with ICER’s QALY-based dollar estimate when evaluating the price of certain newer drugs. The methodology has resulted in significant cost reductions and price cuts on certain drugs that have recently entered the market. Countries like Canada, Britain, Ireland and the Netherlands have used these types of calculations to leverage drug prices with manufacturers and to determine which drugs their government-funded health programs should cover.

While U.S. insurers may be limited in drug price negotiations with manufacturers due to a fundamental obligation to pay for necessary treatments regardless of cost, use of cost-per-QALY reporting such as that conducted by ICER may help payers leverage bigger discounts from drug makers, determine limitations to coverage for certain drugs, or indicate preferential coverage of alternative treatments with better estimated value. QALY pricing methodology is also an opportunity that could be explored by a newly-created Affordability Board.

Children’s Hospital and University Hospital are both in a unique position to negotiate prices on high cost specialty drugs, as well as value-based contracts with manufacturers. This is because these hospitals often serve as the regional providers for more costly specialty care drug therapies. Without these hospitals, the specialty drug manufacturers would be challenged to penetrate the Colorado market, giving these hospitals’ leverage with the manufacturers.

There is an opportunity to partner with these systems to both assist them in this quest and to also ensure that the savings negotiated are passed along to the ultimate payers – employers, municipalities, Medicaid and the like. There may also be an opportunity to partner with other hospitals in time (i.e., HCA HealthONE, Centura Health or SCL Health), if they are also administering these high cost drugs.

Hospitals have a number of levers that impact the cost of drugs administered to patients. A hospital may contract with a specialty pharmacy to acquire the drug at a particular price and then charge a health plan (and therefore its employer and individual clients) a higher price. Rather than charging these higher prices to commercial health plans, hospitals accessing lower prices could make strategic decisions to pass those savings along to health plans, thereby reducing the financial impact of high cost drugs to employers and consumers.

Potential policy options to address this issue include transparency into hospital prescription drug costs versus pricing as well as limiting hospital mark-up. Additionally, if an Affordability Board is created, the Board may consider setting an upper payment limit on the prices charged to health plans by hospitals who are able to access lower 340B prices. Safeguards must be instituted to make sure carriers pass along these same savings to their policyholders rather than transforming these savings into profits.

Further, the site of care used to dispense drug therapies also impacts the cost to the health plan and therefore consumers and employers. Hospital prices charged to commercial payers are higher than physician offices or home infusion sites. Further, the site of care used to dispense drug therapies also impacts the cost to the health plan and therefore consumers and employers. Hospital prices charged to commercial payers are higher than physician offices or home infusion sites. A best practice for insurance carriers and other payers is to ensure the intervention and redirection of drug therapy administration to the most cost-effective site of care. Employers should make sure their PBMs and insurance carriers are contracted (required) to do just that.
Value-Based Contracts to Improve the ROI on High Cost Specialty Drugs

Value-based contracts (VBC) can be used by health plans and other payers to hold the manufacturer more accountable for their clinical promises, with financial price or rebate adjustments applied based on patient outcomes (i.e., retrospective price reduction for commercial health plans or an additional rebate paid under a Medicaid contract, etc.). Historically, VBCs are commonly employed with Multiple Sclerosis, Hepatitis-C specialty drug therapies and other high cost drugs where there is benefit to both sides – the health plan/payer and the manufacturer. There is also an opportunity for the proposed Prescription Drug Affordability Board to consider the application of VBC in partnership with the upper payment limit configuration to further hold manufacturers accountable for their clinical promises.

VBCs are even more appropriate today since the FDA has recently changed its focus toward permitting manufacturers to release higher priced drugs to market with lesser clinical performance. This focus on innovation has resulted in higher cost drugs entering the market without the improved clinical effectiveness one would expect compared to existing therapies. VBCs may be able to address this industry challenge, which is driving up prices without the improved clinical effectiveness one would expect compared to existing therapies.

Affordability Board to consider the application of VBC in partnership with the upper payment limit configuration to further hold manufacturers accountable for their clinical promises.

Drug Utilization Review

Drug utilization review (DUR) is a comprehensive review of a patient’s prescription and medication data before, during and after dispensing to ensure changes to drug therapy when these criteria are not met. It involves a comprehensive review of the options is recommended. DUR also affords the managed care pharmacist the opportunity to identify trends in prescribing within groups of patients whether by drug-specific criteria or disease-state, such as those with asthma, diabetes or high blood pressure. Pharmacists can then, in collaboration with prescribers and other members of the health care team, initiate action to improve drug therapy for patients.

Prior Authorizations (PAs). Prior authorizations are a mechanism that requires the prescriber to obtain approval for a medication before a health plan will pay for it. The prescriber often must confirm that certain clinical or safety criteria are met or demonstrate that the drug is medically necessary for that patient. When used appropriately, prior authorizations are both a safety and cost-saving measure. Some PBMs do not charge for PAs, while others charge hundreds of dollars for each PA. Given the emergence of high cost specialty drugs, the impact of a thoughtful and appropriately priced PA process will help to ensure appropriate utilization, member quality care, and affordability.

Step Therapy. Step therapy helps to lower costs by promoting the use of safer and/or less expensive medications first, then allowing the patient to “step up” to a different drug if that is necessary to achieve desired results. Step therapy is often performed as a type of prior authorization. It can be an effective tool in the battle to ensure appropriate drug therapy given manufacturer investment in physician detailing and direct to consumer marketing.

Automatic Refill Policy. Overall, automatic refills contribute to unnecessary and wasteful billing practices and increase pharmacy spending. Employers and consultants should examine the process for refills, ensuring that the consumer consents to the refill, where appropriate. Recently, MassHealth (Massachusetts Medicaid program) filed lawsuits against several pharmacies to resolve allegations that it improperly billed the state’s Medicaid program by $5.86 million through automatic refilling of prescriptions that were not requested by MassHealth patients or their caregivers. Employers should work with their brokers and consultants to ensure their hired vendors have active and appropriate programs to ensure proper cost control while protecting access and improving the quality of care. Carriers and PBMs will offer varying levels of programs. A thorough review of the options is recommended.

---

Preferred Drug Pricing for Employers

Employers have an opportunity to review their contracts with their carriers or PBM to ensure that they are receiving the lowest prices, highest rebates, and lowest administrative fees. The below chart can be used to help employes negotiate improved pricing with their contracted PBM or carriers. Employers should note that the benchmarks below will vary significantly based on their size (which is why we recommend employers band together to negotiate pricing). It is also impacted by their specialty and mail order drug utilization, the formulary and the utilization management programs in place. The below information has been provided by Mercer, a global consulting firm. It illustrates the dramatic difference in market pricing.

As noted in the rebate section, rebates are increasing each year. It is therefore important for employers and their representatives to negotiate the passthrough of all rebates. This rebate passthrough will be concurrent with a higher administration fee paid by the employer, often called Transparent Pricing. Those insurance carriers indicating that rebates are being passed along in the form of lower medical administration costs should be asked for the full disclosure of the value of manufacturer rebates and all other manufacturer compensation. Often, such agreements allow the PBM or insurance carrier to withhold rebates far in excess of the lower offsets or reductions applied to the employer’s administration fees.

Carriers also often own the mail order pharmacy serving members. The pricing of the prescription drugs received via the mail order drug pharmacy can vary significantly for employers, increasing profits to the carrier accordingly. Employers are encouraged to push for preferred mail order drug pricing, recognizing this pricing variation. If an employee complains to their HR Department that their coinsurance burden is higher with the mail order drug vendor than at the retail or corner pharmacy, that insight may indicate that the mail order drug pricing is not as competitive as it could be, which is an invitation for further dialogue with the carrier. It is also critical for employers to negotiate guarantees on the generic utilization rate, also called the generic dispense rate. Pharmacy, that insight may indicate that the mail order drug pricing is not as competitive as it could be, which is an invitation for further dialogue with the carrier.

Many organizations trying to improve member health, address addiction, and control costs can benefit from access to the PDMP. As an example, today, the Colorado Department of Health Care Policy & Financing can only identify the opioids an individual is taking from Health First Colorado (Colorado’s Medicaid program) claims data. The Department is unable to track opioids purchased by Medicaid members who use cash or other sources to secure opioids. This creates an incomplete picture of the opioids a member is using, which makes it difficult to manage member health or address addiction. All claims for opioids are captured in the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP). Authorizing Health First Colorado access to the PDMP would allow for better clinical management of members and their use of opioids. This, in turn, can help to improve health outcomes and prevent addiction, leading to a lower total cost of care and mitigating the devastating human toll of substance use disorders.

For Medicaid, this policy change would align with nationwide best practices as other states allow Medicaid access to the PDMP. Health First Colorado’s lack of access is out of line with CMS best practices. With better access to data through the PDMP, the state could also explore options such as a manufacturer fee on opioids to help fund treatment costs associated with opioid addiction.

The Colorado Medical Society and the Colorado Hospital Association have requested access to the PDMP. They are also working with the best intentions to improve member health and affordability, but are hindered without access to the PDMP.

NOTE: This report has intentionally not focused on opioid recommendations because of the concurrent Opioid Committee workstream. PDMP access is the only recommendation in the report relative to opioids.

### Figure 14. Typical Discounts for Commercial Contracts relative to Average Wholesale Price (AWP) for Brand and Generic Drugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members</th>
<th>Retail Brand Discount</th>
<th>Retail Generic Discount</th>
<th>Mail Order Brand</th>
<th>Mail Order Generic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10k</td>
<td>AWP-16 to 19%</td>
<td>AWP-72 to 76%</td>
<td>AWP-20 to 25%</td>
<td>AWP-76 to 87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k to 100k</td>
<td>AWP-18 to 21%</td>
<td>AWP-74 to 84%</td>
<td>AWP-24 to 26%</td>
<td>AWP-78 to 89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100k</td>
<td>AWP-18 to 22%</td>
<td>AWP-83 to 85%</td>
<td>AWP-24 to 27%</td>
<td>AWP-85 to 89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Mercer

### Figure 15. Typical Discounts for Commercial Contracts relative to Average Wholesale Price (AWP) for Specialty Drugs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members</th>
<th>Overall Specialty Discount*</th>
<th>Retail Rebates**</th>
<th>Mail Order Rebates**</th>
<th>Specialty Pharmacy Rebates**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10k</td>
<td>AWP. 13.5% to 20%</td>
<td>$70 to $180/ brand claim</td>
<td>$250 to $575/ brand claim</td>
<td>$580 to $1900/ brand claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k to 100k</td>
<td>AWP.17% to 22%</td>
<td>$75 to $180/ brand claim</td>
<td>$315 to $655/ brand claim</td>
<td>$970 to $2300/ brand claim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100k</td>
<td>AWP. 20% to 22%</td>
<td>$120 to $190/ brand claim</td>
<td>$355 to $665/ brand claim</td>
<td>$1320 to $2300/ brand claim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Administrative fees: $1 to $4.25 per claim
***The overall specialty discount assumes an open specialty arrangement where members can obtain specialty drugs through the retail delivery channel.
**Rebates assume an incentive plan design with at least $15 differential between the preferred and non-preferred brand copayments and an open specialty arrangement where members can obtain specialty drugs through the retail delivery channel.
***The administrative fees represent those charged in transparent pricing arrangements, as many traditional pricing arrangements include an administrative fee of $0.00
SOURCE: Mercer

Many organizations trying to improve member health, address addiction, and control costs can benefit from access to the PDMP. As an example, today, the Colorado Department of Health Care Policy & Financing can only identify the opioids an individual is taking from Health First Colorado (Colorado’s Medicaid program) claims data. The Department is unable to track opioids purchased by Medicaid members who use cash or other sources to secure opioids. This creates an incomplete picture of the opioids a member is using, which makes it difficult to manage member health or address addiction. All claims for opioids are captured in the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP). Authorizing Health First Colorado access to the PDMP would allow for better clinical management of members and their use of opioids. This, in turn, can help to improve health outcomes and prevent addiction, leading to a lower total cost of care and mitigating the devastating human toll of substance use disorders.

For Medicaid, this policy change would align with nationwide best practices as other states allow Medicaid access to the PDMP. Health First Colorado’s lack of access is out of line with CMS best practices. With better access to data through the PDMP, the state could also explore options such as a manufacturer fee on opioids to help fund treatment costs associated with opioid addiction.

The Colorado Medical Society and the Colorado Hospital Association have requested access to the PDMP. They are also working with the best intentions to improve member health and affordability, but are hindered without access to the PDMP.

NOTE: This report has intentionally not focused on opioid recommendations because of the concurrent Opioid Committee workstream. PDMP access is the only recommendation in the report relative to opioids.
Solutions to Lower Prescription Drug Costs for All Americans

Reducing the cost of prescription drugs has garnered bipartisan support and action at the federal level, which includes both administrative actions by the Department of Health and Human Services and the introduction of legislation in Congress.

The proposed federal changes focus on Medicare and include negotiating drug prices, modifying benefit design, capping increases at inflation rates, international reference pricing, modifying payments and rebates, providing Medicaid rebates for drugs prescribed to low-income beneficiaries (enrolled in both Medicare and Medicaid) and other changes. While there have been some regulatory actions in this space, attempts to compel increased transparency in drug pricing and advertising via the rulemaking process have thus far been unsuccessful. For example, in July 2019, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia held that HHS did not have the authority to obligate pharmaceutical companies to include the list prices of drugs in television ads. However, additional options could be explored at the federal or state level to mitigate the prominence of direct-to-consumer marketing and its impact on utilization.

Both the U.S. House and Senate have presented legislation that addresses pricing transparency, patent law and rebates; however, to date, no bills have yet become law. The House of Representatives has introduced legislation that would allow Medicare to negotiate prices for certain drugs. The Senate has introduced bipartisan legislation that would require Medicare beneficiaries pay out of pocket for medicines and require drug makers to pay rebates to Medicare if they hike prices above the inflation rate. The Administration has recently signaled its support for the Senate bill. The focus on controlling Medicare prescription drug spending is critical given that a recent Kaiser Family Foundation issue brief indicates that drug costs for the Medicare program account for 30 percent of total retail prescription drug spending in the United States.

Further detail on this legislation can be found in Appendix I.

Canadians Drug Importation and Expansion to Other Countries

In May 2019, SB19-005 was signed into law in Colorado. This state bill allows the Department of Health Care Policy & Financing to import drugs from Canadian suppliers. Similar to the state opportunity identified, if the federal government allowed states to import drugs from countries beyond Canada, Colorado would have more importation options to drive down the overall prices of prescription drugs. This could also reduce the Canadian concerns over the U.S. impact to their prescription drug market.

Reform Patent and Exclusivity Regulations

Both patents and exclusivity regulations were meant to reward innovation and give innovators a temporary monopoly to recoup their research and development costs. Indeed, whenever discussion arises concerning reform of patents and exclusivity, manufacturers insist that reform will deter innovation. However, the system is not currently being used as designed. As reviewed earlier in this report, pharmaceutical companies use the patent system to effectively extend the period of exclusivity beyond what the law intended. This allows the patent holder to drive revenues and return on investment far above the original intention, without competition, price transparency or price-setting controls.

The patent laws have been revisited from time to time, and the time of exclusivity has been modified. Perhaps it is time for federal policymakers to consider such legislation again to better align the period of patent protection to the recoupment of investment in today’s market plus a reasonable return on investment on the creation of the new drug. Federal policymakers could also explore regulations or statute changes that allow for patents for true innovation, but curtail the use of the system to effectively continue the patent for an existing product by granting a patent for minimal changes. Some policymakers suggest it is time to implement a “one-and-done” approach that awards one patent for one drug.

Regulate Prices by Connecting U.S. Prices to International Prices

If reforms to regulating prices or setting prices are considered, one methodology may be to require U.S. prices be aligned to prices in other countries. In October 2018, HHS announced its plans to explore an International Pricing Index Model for Medicare Part B Drugs. Part B covers a limited number of drugs under limited conditions when they are provided in a doctor’s office, a clinic or an outpatient hospital rather than traditional prescription drugs covered by Part D. This model ties the price of certain drugs under Medicare Part B to the average prices of other countries, such as Germany and Japan. Those countries are able to negotiate for lower drug prices in exchange for access to their healthcare systems. The U.S. could do the same.

This model faces opposition from the pharmaceutical industry, which claims it will stifle innovation and reduce access to the drugs. It has also received some opposition from hospitals and other providers because it would deny them access to rebates and discounts, such as those they receive under the 340B program.
With prescription drugs coming to market more quickly with less evidence and fewer clinical studies, there are evolving concerns about the increased risk of adverse events post-launch. To compensate for this, the FDA may require post-market clinical trials. When the FDA requires post-market clinical trials, manufacturers could be held accountable to complete these post-market clinical trials with consequences. Perhaps this could include having to pull the drug from the market or pay a fine that correlates to the product's revenue. The FDA has affirmed its commitment to post-market study requirements.

Given concern about safety issues raised by these statutory changes, there is an opportunity for Congress to re-examine this policy. There is also an opportunity to revisit drug launch pricing based on the lower costs to bring a drug to market given the new policy.

FDA-Based Clinical Performance Requirements

Further Limit Direct to Consumer Advertisement

Limiting or significantly regulating Direct to Consumer (DTC) advertising of pharmaceutical drugs at the federal level is needed to address these unnecessary costs and utilization of the most costly and profitable drugs. Billions are going into these ads, which drive patient demand for profitable brand-name drugs while increasing the volume of prescriptions written for the newest and most costly drugs. The Trump administration attempted to provide some pricing transparency by requiring drug-makers to put pricing information in their ads. This regulation was blocked by a federal judge in July 2019, who determined the regulation violated free speech. These ads fuel unnecessary costs that are passed onto the payers and consumers. Further exploration into federal policies that limit or mitigate the impact of these ads should be explored, recognizing this most recent federal decision.

Expedite Generic Drug Approvals

Generics introduce competition; the sooner they can come to market, the faster prices come down. In 2017, the FDA announced plans to expedite medication reviews for generic drugs on a list of several hundred branded drugs with no listed patents or exclusivities and no approved generic drug application. The goal was to incentivize the rapid conversion from branded to generic drugs. From August to December 2018, the FDA approved the first five generic drugs through this new expedited approval pathway.

In 2019, the FDA commissioner at that time, Dr. Scott Gottlieb, outlined plans for additional policy steps the FDA would take to reduce barriers to generic drug development and foster generic drug competition. Among those are plans for issuing guidance documents for developing complex generic drugs, plans to optimize the approval process for complex generic drugs by developing more advanced analytical tools and in vitro tests, and steps to enhance overall efficiency of the generic drug application submission process.
Conclusion

According to a national poll from the West Health Institute, a nonpartisan, nonprofit health care research organization, 96% to 78 percent of Americans said addressing health care costs was their highest priority. The overwhelming majority of Americans also favor government action to bring down the price of prescription drugs. Given that prescription drugs are often the first line of offense and defense against illness, disease and injury, our ability to control their costs more effectively is critical to the overall affordability of health care.

As this report has illustrated, there is little transparency into the cost to develop and manufacture drugs, or why costs fluctuate so wildly even among generic drugs. Drug costs are variable and inconsistent and are a significant driver of our affordability challenges. Business practices across manufacturers are driving prices up and are not aligned with free market competition that typically benefits consumers and purchasers.

This report has articulated a series of opportunities to address these cost drivers, including near-term actions such as:

- Prescription drug price transparency, such as disclosures related to price increases, payments to middlemen like insurance carriers and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) and price composition transparency (i.e., R&D, distribution, profits, promotional marketing, etc.);
- Aligning state importation policy with potential expansion of federal regulations and/or waivers for drug importation;
- Investing in physician tools, like the Prescriber Tool, that fuel more cost effective prescribing practices;
- Requiring rebates to be passed through to employers and patients;
- Empowering and educating employers to negotiate contracts that maximize the prescription drug pricing discounts, improve utilization management controls and maximize rebate pass-throughs that serve to offset the cost of the prescription drug benefit; and
- Creating boards that review potential benefits of upper payment limits on drug prices and provide other guidance to address prescription drug prices as well as prescribing best practices.

A sustained commitment to address cost drivers will require moving toward longer-term solutions over time including:

- Public-private partnerships that support hospitals or public entities in direct price negotiations, purchasing, or even manufacturing of drugs to meet local needs;
- Alternative and innovative reimbursement methodologies that focus on achievement of intended outcomes and quality of life;
- Reforming patent and exclusivity laws and regulations that prevent competition and delay access to generic drugs;
- Revisiting Food and Drug Administration regulations to increase accountability; and
- Limiting direct to consumer advertising.
- Indexing U.S. prices to international prices; and
- Expediting FDA reviews and approvals for generic drugs entering the market.

These policies would help to mitigate the unsustainable cost increases that are affecting individuals and families, employers and tax-funded programs like Medicaid.

The innovation, research and development of life-saving drugs is extraordinary. Pharmaceuticals allow for extended lifespan for those who were once hopeless, prevention of life-threatening disease or disease progression and even cures for illnesses that were previously debilitating. By better addressing affordability, we can help to ensure that patients can afford access these breakthroughs in modern medicine and that employers and purchasers are able to provide comprehensive and equitable coverage to their communities.

The Department will be hosting events to invite stakeholders to actively participate in the dialogue that will help drive more effective prescription drug affordability policy and best practices to the benefit of employers, union benefit trusts, state programs like Medicaid, and all Coloradans. We invite your active engagement in these opportunities.

Colorado is a collaborative state, and it is our diversity of thought and collaboration that makes our policies stronger and more effective. We appreciate your engaged voice and perspective - it truly makes a difference.
allow Medicaid to pay for gene therapies for rare diseases through new risk-sharing value-based agreements and apply pressure on manufacturers to lower list prices and report more accurate calculations of their rebate obligations; and prevent spread pricing and gaming in the Medicaid program by PBMs to the best deal possible.

The proposal aims to improve drug manufacturers’ reporting of average sales prices (ASP) which would help set accurate payment rates by requiring manufacturers that do not have a Medicaid drug rebate agreement to report average sale price information to the HHS Secretary that would then be used to help establish Medicare payment rates. The proposal would also require prescription drug manufacturers to exclude the value of coupons provided to privately insured individuals from each drug’s average sales price. Also, the proposal would establish a wholesale acquisition cost add-on payment of no greater than 3 percent when the average sale price is unavailable for new drugs; for biosimilars a payment rate would be established that would be the lesser of the biosimilar’s WAC plus 3 percent or ASP plus 6 percent of the reference biological product.

The proposal aims to redesign benefits for Medicare Part D by simplifying the design and realigning financial incentives to better manage spending for high cost drugs. It would streamline the benefit between the deductible and catastrophic out of pocket threshold and eliminate the coverage gap and cap enrollee cost sharing above the catastrophic out of pocket threshold at $3,100. In addition, modifications to Part D would shift federal reinsurance to Part D plan sponsors in the catastrophic coverage period, sunset the existing manufacturer discount program in the coverage gap, and institute a new manufacturer discount program in the catastrophic portion of the benefit, which would require 20 percent discounts on brand-name drugs.

In terms of transparency, the bill proposes providing the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission and Medicaid and CHIP Payment Access Commission with access to certain drug payment information including certain rebate information for the purposes of monitoring, analysis, and making program recommendations. It would also require public disclosure of drug discounts and other pharmacy benefit manager provisions to be made public and require Part D and Medicare Advantage plans to conduct audits of PBM contract terms and direct and indirect remuneration data to account for the true net cost of covered Part D Drugs. As well as, require manufacturers to pay a rebate for Part D drugs for which the list price, based on the WAC, increases faster than inflation.

Enhanced technology is also part of the proposal, like increasing the use of real-time benefit check tools to lower beneficiary costs, improve provisions of Medicare parts A and B claims data to prescription drug plans, establish pharmacy quality metrics in Part D, star rating measures to encourage biosimilar uptake, and permanently authorize a successful pilot on retroactive Part D coverage for low-income beneficiaries, and create a Medicare and Medicaid prescription drug pricing dashboard.

---

Appendices

Appendix I. Federal Legislative Action

House of Representatives Legislation

The 116th U.S. Congress has introduced competing bills to lower American prescription drug costs. H.R. 3 would require CMS to negotiate prices for certain drugs. Specifically, CMS must negotiate maximum prices for insulin products and at least 25 single source, brand name drugs that do not have generic competition and that are among the 125 drugs that account for the greatest national spending, or the 125 drugs that account for the greatest spending under the Medicare prescription drug benefit and Medicare Advantage. Those negotiated prices must be offered under Medicare and Medicare Advantage, and may also be offered under private health insurance unless the insurer opts out. The negotiated maximum price may not exceed (1) 120% of the average price in Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom; or (2) if such information is not available, 85% of the U.S. average manufacturer price. Drug manufacturers that fail to comply with the bill’s negotiation requirements are subject to civil and tax penalties.

The House bill also makes a series of additional changes to Medicare prescription drug coverage and pricing. Among other things, the bill (1) requires drug manufacturers to issue rebates to the CMS for covered drugs that cost $100 or more and for which the average manufacturer price increases faster than inflation; and (2) reduces the annual out-of-pocket spending threshold, and eliminates beneficiary cost-sharing above this threshold, under the Medicare prescription drug benefit.86

Senate Legislation

In the Senate, the bipartisan, S. 2543 Prescription Drug Pricing Reduction Act has been introduced and aims to overhaul parts of Medicare and Medicaid prescription drug benefits. For Medicare, the proposal aims to modernize and improve the successful Part D program by simplifying the program’s design through protecting beneficiaries with high costs by providing an on out-of-pocket spending cap; improving incentives to increase negotiation between prescription drug plans and manufacturers; protecting the program from manufacturer drug price increases; and benefiting patients and taxpayers through lower government spending, premiums, and out-of-pocket costs. The legislation aims to increase transparency into pharmacy benefit manager (PBM) practices and manufacturer drug pricing decisions and enhance innovations by improving how Medicare calculates Part B prescription drug payment amounts to lower spending and beneficiary out-of-pocket costs; and eliminates excess Part B drug payments that drive up beneficiary and program costs.

For Medicaid, the Senate legislation proposes to increase transparency to make manufacturers more accountable to federal taxpayers by providing the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission and Medicaid and CHIP Payment Access Commission with access to drug price and rebate data for purposes of monitoring, analysis, and making program recommendations. It would

**Appendix II. Total Prescription Revenues in Billions**

**Figure 16. Largest 15 U.S. Pharmacies, by Total Prescription Revenues, 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVS Health Corporation</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>$64.2</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>+7.8%</td>
<td>Chain drugstore/LTC pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail Pharmacy</td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.6</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>Mail/Specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS Health Corporation 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$74.4</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>+15.6%</td>
<td>Chain drugstore/Mail/Specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigna/Express Scripts, Inc. 2</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>$46.5</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
<td>Mail/Specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnitedHealth Group (OptumRx)</td>
<td>UNH</td>
<td>$25.9</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>+23.4%</td>
<td>Mail/Specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walmart Stores, Inc. 3</td>
<td>WMT</td>
<td>$20.9</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>+2.1%</td>
<td>Mass merchant with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kroger Company 4</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>$13.4</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>+4.7%</td>
<td>Supermarket with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rite Aid Corporation 5</td>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>$11.1</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>-29.4%</td>
<td>Chain drugstore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humana Pharmacy Solutions 6</td>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>$6.3</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>+0.6%</td>
<td>Mail/Specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albertsons Companies 7</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>$5.0</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>Supermarket with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomat Pharmacy 8</td>
<td>DPLO</td>
<td>$4.8</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>+6.7%</td>
<td>Mail/Specialty pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costco Wholesale Corporation 9</td>
<td>COST</td>
<td>$2.6</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>+1.7%</td>
<td>Mass merchant with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PharMerica 10</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>$2.4</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>+4.3%</td>
<td>Long-term care pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publix</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>+4.7%</td>
<td>Supermarket with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahold Delhaize 11</td>
<td>ADRNY</td>
<td>$2.1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>-1.2%</td>
<td>Supermarket with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-E-B</td>
<td>Private</td>
<td>$1.8</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>+4.6%</td>
<td>Supermarket with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Top 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>$322.3</td>
<td>76.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Supermarket with pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Pharmacy Industry Prescription Revenues</td>
<td></td>
<td>$423.7</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LTC= long-term care. Totals may not sum due to rounding. Includes revenues from all pharmacy dispensing formats. Excludes estimated infusion services covered by medical benefit. Revenues reflect calendar year 2018, which may not correspond to fiscal year reporting.

1. Includes Retail Pharmacy USA segment (which includes Alliance Rx Walgreens Prime) and pro forma full year revenues from 2018 acquisitions.
2. Includes Retail Pharmacy USA segment (which includes Alliance Rx Walgreens Prime) and pro forma full year revenues from 2018 acquisitions.
3. In 2018, Cigna acquired Express Scripts. Includes pro forma dispensing revenues and growth rates of both companies.
4. Includes Walmart and Sam’s Club stores.
5. Includes retail pharmacies and Kroger Specialty Pharmacy (which Kroger reports separately in its financial reports).
6. Includes estimated revenues from EvisionMail and EnvisionSpecialty, the mail and specialty pharmacies of EnvisionRx. These were formerly known as Orchard Pharmaceuticals/Services.
7. Includes specialty pharmacy dispensing revenues plus estimated mail pharmacy dispensing revenues of CastRx.
8. In 2017, PharMerica was acquired by investment firm KKR and Walgreens Boots Alliance. Its common stock stopped trading in December 2017.

*SOURCE: The 2019 Economic Report on U.S. Pharmacies and Pharmacy Benefits Managers, Drug Channels Institute*